BCHD Environmental & Policy Goals

• Prioritize Mental & Physical Health

• Community Connectedness – Physical & Social

• Intergenerational Accessibility & Safety
The Challenge:
We’re Healthy, But We Aren’t Happy …

Solution:

[Diagram showing the COLLECTIVE IMPACT MODEL with the following sections:]
- Create Shared Agenda
- Establish Common Measurements
- Engage Community Partners in Mutually Reinforcing Activities
- Communicate Continuously
- Backbone Support
Case Study: R.B. Childhood Obesity

Vision for the future…

- Active, **health-oriented**, family-friendly
- **High quality of life**, safe, sustainability
- Reimagined & revitalized corridors
- Preserve public spaces
- Support new modes of transportation reducing reliance on personal automobiles
- Connect residents, meaningful civic engagement

Redondo Beach offers the excitement and opportunity of a large city combined with the charm, beauty and attitude of a small town.

We are a coastal city with an urban and coastal beach culture and a high quality of life. Our beaches, waterfront and harbor, aerospace industry and regional rail serve to frame our neighborhoods with award winning schools.

Redondo Beach is safe, family friendly and a highly desirable place to live. Our residents and businesses have strong community ties and are invested in the future of our City. Our city and public safety services serve our community as if we were a small town—providing neighborhood service rooted in earlier traditions.

**Sustainability is important as the community changes and evolves we work to adapt in an environmentally, economically, and socially responsible way.**

Our City has a variety of housing that appeals to the life styles and affordability needs of all our residents.

We are an active, health-oriented community that enjoys outdoor living. Our substantial parks and open space amenities and programs are vital components of our community.

Business and technology are important in Redondo Beach. We embrace creativity, innovation, and technological advancements to attract businesses that are on the cutting edge of their industries. We have reimagined and revitalized our corridors, the waterfront, our regional park, and all other public spaces for residents, employees, and visitors, while protecting our neighborhoods and preserving our public spaces.

We continue to support new modes of transportation—reducing our reliance on personal automobiles.

Our location along the Los Angeles regional employment centers and cultural destinations throughout the region.
Values:

- Health-Oriented
- High Quality of Life
- Reimagined & Revitalized Corridors
- Open Space
- Reduced Reliance on Cars
- Connected Residents

Redondo Beach

Value-Driven Decision-Making Tool

CITY OF HERMOSA BEACH :: DECISION-MAKING TOOL

This decision-making tool is designed to:
1. Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of our government.
2. Identify & optimize opportunities for residents and businesses to improve our quality of life in Hermosa Beach.
3. Create & foster a culture of innovation, so that our challenges become our opportunities and our opportunities enhance our community brand.
4. Ensure the values & priorities of all residents & business owners are considered during the analysis & deliberation of actions.
5. Deliver transparency to the decision-making process so that the public can make informed decisions.

- Vision & Innovation
- Safe & Mindful Community
- Small Beach Town
- Environmentally Conscious Community
- Healthy Active Lifestyle
- Economic & Environmental Sustainability
- Business Friendly Community
Health-Oriented & Quality of Life

• Engineer community environments so people “trip” over health.

• Weave health and wellness into the fabric of public policy to create
  • Livable streets
  • Healthier restaurants
  • Connected neighborhoods
  • Accessible gathering spaces
Open/Green Space

Accessibility to parks is associated with greater life satisfaction while reducing stress and social isolation.

Open Spaces should:
• Be designed for all
• Engage and energize
• Promote social interaction

Reimagined & Revitalized Corridors

Streets can enable social interaction and make people feel welcomed.

• Build cities for people, not just cars
• Encourage walkability
• Create a “sense of place”
Reduced Reliance on Cars

Commuters report higher levels of stress, anxiety and social isolation

Solutions to consider:
• Promote active and multi-modal transportation options
• Implement Complete and Living Streets
• Make public transportation easy

Connected Residents

Spaces that facilitate face-to-face interactions have been linked to reduced levels of psychological distress

Create public spaces that:
• Encourage social interactions
• Help build community
• Create civic engagement
• Reduce social isolation
“We tend to believe that America’s health problems are too big and intractable. You have proven that communities can take charge and reverse the trend.”

- Dr. Vivek Murthy, Former United States Surgeon General, June 4, 2016

Livability Committee
How can we help?